F E AT U R E • D ATA S H E E T

Working Hours
Analysis
Strengthen tachograph
compliance with indepth working hours
analysis
Improve operational efficiencies,
compliance and deadline
management as well as
administration cost saving
Working Hours Analysis (WHA) is part of FleetManager, unlocking advanced data
for drivers, vehicles and working hours all on one platform. It enhances telematics
data by combining social infringements, drivers’ working hours, attestation of
activities and compliance data to give a complete compliance overview, improving
deadline management and calculations of fines and expenses.
Deadline management
Keep drivers on the road and reduce administration time spent on driver cards and
licence renewal. Our deadline management helps to avoid driver cards or licences
expire without warning and keeps track of tachograph test dates.
Social infringement analysis
Understand the big picture with deep analysis of working hours and drivers hours’
infringements. Prioritise issues for correction by drilling down to rank and identify
individual drivers according to the type and severity of infringements, including the
calculation of fines.
Different rule sets
Maximise driving time and compliance with EU rules and regulations. Monitor
drivers hours based on different rule sets, including the 12 Day Bus Rule for
international passenger transport, and calculate fines for any infringements.
Attestation of activities
Ensure compliance with drivers’ working hours and reduce administration for an
attestation of activities. Accurately record non-driving hours including sick days,
annual leave and driving of exempt vehicles—which cannot be recorded by the
tachograph—and generate digital forms of attestation.
Expenses*
Be confident in the knowledge that your drivers are receiving the correct expenses
for their journeys. WHA accurately calculates expenses for several European
countries or your company’s rates. Predefine expenses based on night, weekend
and one-time occurrences.

* Available in Germany and Austria only
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Create Letters of
Attestation
Analyse social
infringements
Schedule custom reports
Schedule deadline
reminders
Calculate cross-border
expenses
Monitor using different
rule sets
Upload DDD files easily

W O R K I N G H O U R S A N A LY S I S • D A T A S H E E T
DDD files upload
Stay compliant and audit-ready with DDD files available to download automatically,
so you can access driving hours, working time, rest times, speed, driving events and
more. Provide evaulations on-demand for authorities in the event of an inspection.
Move seamlessly between suppliers by accessing six months worth of data from
previous systems by DDD.

Deadline overview screen for a fleet’s employees.

EMAIL: INFO@ORBCOMM.COM

VISIT: WWW.ORBCOMM.COM

ORBCOMM is a global leader and innovator in the industrial Internet of Things, providing solutions that connect businesses to
their assets to deliver increased visibility and operational efficiency. The company offers a broad set of asset monitoring and control solutions,
including seamless satellite and cellular connectivity, unique hardware and powerful applications, all backed by end-to-end customer support,
from installation to deployment to customer care. ORBCOMM has a diverse customer base including premier OEMs, solutions customers
and channel partners spanning transportation, supply chain, warehousing and inventory, heavy equipment, maritime, natural resources, and
government. For more information, visit www.orbcomm.com.
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